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Introducing New JungleMulch Prime Introducing New Pro-Mulch

The natural look
safety surface

Stunning single colour mulch which 
can be laid like giant stepping stones 
for a unique and dynamic look.

Independent Residential Care Homes are taking 

up the crazy paving patio’s and laying the super 

safe attractive Pro-Mulch for the residents to  

safely stroll in the grounds. The critical fall height 

for 55mm Pro-Mulch is certified at 1.7 metres.

For a feature like the first tee, above, golfers will 

walk on to the tee which looks natural, feels soft 

and safe, a pleasure to start the round.

Paths can also be easily laid throughout the 

course with minimal preparation which can be 

carried out by the golf club’s green staff.

Using our array of mixes and stunning single colour mulches,  
demand is now coming from golf clubs all over Europe.

Pro-Mulch For Care

The Original, and the best Rubber 
Bound Organic Coated Mulch.

Forest Green

Rustic

2014 / 15 Edition

Tuscan Red

Coconut Brown

Cypress Brown

Autumn Gold

Magical colour mixes creating 
a natural coloured texture for 
playgrounds and pathways.

Camouflage Woodland

High quality bonded rubber mulch exclusively 
available throughout Europe from PlaySmart.



Introducing JungleMulch Prime.
New solid colours and new 
mixes, please see reverse page 
for more details. www.playsmartuk.co.uk

Tel:  +44 (0) 1564 742 811 
JungleMulch uses the Rainbow Turf Products Inc mulch system. Made 
in the USA and distributed throughout UK and Europe by PlaySmart UK.

Uses
•  Paths / Trails
• Playground surfacing
•  Embankments 
•  Erosion control 
•  Tree surrounds 
•  Recreation Areas / Golf Courses
•  Weed control in landscape planting areas 
•  Mowing strips along fence lines, walls and   
 around posts 

Features
•  Available in solid or mixed colour blends  
 with organic pigments
•  Safety surface - tested and certified for  
 Critical Fall Height  
•  Minimum sub-base required on most  
 soil types 
•  No edging required for existing grass areas

Benefits
•  Low maintenance - swept and hosed  
 regularly to remove debris 
•  Quick to install & minimal disruption 
 to the ground and site 
•  Durable all weather surface 
•  Excellent slip resistance 
•  No shrinkage issues when installed 
 into grass 
•  Accommodates tree and plant growth 
 but suppresses weeds
•  UV colour stability due to use of organic  
 colouring and high specification binders
•  Minimum sub base required - saves money
•  Vandal resistant - securely bound 
 once installed
• Repairable

Installation
•  Excavate the area to the required depth 
•  Lay geotextile membrane 
•  Lay the JungleMulch
•  Ready for use within 48 hours

www.playsmartuk.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1564 742 811 

JungleMulch is quick to install with minimal disruption to 

the ground and site. Minimum sub-base is required on 

most soil types saving time and money; usually, all that 

is needed is to remove existing turf to a depth of 25mm 

and then lay a weed suppressing membrane. However, 

in slow draining areas, some ground works may be 

needed. It is then laid in the same way as wet pour 

surfacing. Also, perimeter edging need not be used for 

existing grass areas. 

JungleMulch is a permeable safety  
surface made from American recycled truck and 
aircraft tyres which contain no metal or fibre. It 
is a solid surface designed to look like natural 
loose mulch material and is available in a range 
of natural colours which stay colourful and bright 
due to our use of polyurethane binders. It is a 
cost effective alternative to surfaces such as wet 
pour or loose fill and is more durable with less 
shrinkage and maintenance required.

JungleMulch can be fitted without the need for raised 

surfaces so, when moving from external areas on to 

the safety surface, there will be no noticeable change 

in height levels and no trip edges. This has two major 

benefits: it gives easy access to both wheelchair and 

pushchair users and, of course, it can also be mowed 

right over. It is also ideally suited for use on access 

pathways and surprisingly looks fabulous indoors too.

Used indoor. Moulds and mounds laid simply.

The bonded shreds of JungleMulch provide 

excellent slip resistance (tested to BS EN 1177 

(2008) and BS 7188) and it provides peace of mind 

when used as a safety surface. A single layer of 

55 mm provides a Critical Fall Height (CFH) of 1.7m.

PlaySmart UK distribute a range of products that 

can provide CFH of up to 3.1m. 

Unlike loose fill surfaces, JungleMulch stays in place 

as the bonded rubber forms a solid surface and, unlike 

some inferior mulches, it is also vandal resistant. Areas 

can be kept neat and tidy by regular sweeping and 

washing. When installed adjacent to a grassed area, 

the grass can be allowed to grow over the edge of the 

surfacing – this gives an established natural look and 

helps to keep the edge of the surfacing in place and 

eliminates shrinkage. 

Not only does JungleMulch tick all the boxes in terms 

of safety and aesthetics, it offers great value too. It is 

a cost effective alternative to surfaces such as loose 

fill and, as it is durable and low maintenance, costs for 

replacement and ongoing upkeep are also low.

The Original, and 
the best Rubber 
Bound Organic 
Coated Mulch.

Mulch Installation

Mulch Maintenance

Mulch Value

NEW JungleMulch Prime

Jungle Rainbow Rustic

Traditional Colour Mixes

Proven in the US for many years, JungleMulch is now available in the UK 
exclusively through PlaySmart. Available in a range of vibrant colour blends, 
JungleMulch is a stable surface with the look of a natural covering. Suitable for a 
wide range of uses, JungleMulch eliminates costly groundworks typically associated 
with wet pour and, unlike some other mulches, uses only organic pigments.

The natural look Safety Surface

Safety Mulch


